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Dear Parent, 

At BBPS, Dwarka we believe that the core of Early Childhood              

Education is relationships and bonding. We are not worried that 

the children will miss academic content, what we seek to focus on 

is  their bonding with their teachers and their peer group. In this 

pursuit, online live classes have been initiated for Pre-school and 

Pre-primary children. The live classes are proving to be catalysts 

in the teaching-learning process. 

 The live sessions are generating a sense of camaraderie                    

between the teacher and the children. 

 Parents are becoming engaged partners. 

 Routine of the children is being preserved. 

 Children follow simple classroom rules—raising hands and 

waiting for their turn to answer. 

 Home schooling is making the parents acquainted with the 

pedagogical methods adopted by the school. 

 Yoga sessions are helping them in staying active and agile. 

 Children sing and dance with the teacher which serves as a 

massive force in strengthening their emotional connect. 

EDUTAINMENT-   

Integrating 

School and Home 

BBPS, Dwarka has always been the harbinger of change and adaptability. In 
today’s time, it feels like we are living under a dark cloud, but we strongly  
believe that behind every dark cloud there is a silver lining and together we 
shall overcome this crisis. 
 

We as educators understand that only sustained emotional connect can                 
propel life-long learning among toddlers. In this light, BBPS, Dwarka has                
initiated live classes under the mentorship of our beloved Principal ‘Suruchi 
Gandhi’ – a visionary. 
 

The lessons are tailored to the specific interests of the children so that their 
time is utilized fruitfully within the safe confines of their homes. Live classes 
are boosting a close tandem between the school and home. The interactive 
sessions are making learning concrete for the novices. The teachers are                
designing their lessons online in accordance with the age and needs of our 
children. 
 

Dear Parents we can’t thank you enough for your cooperation and trust. 

(Suruchi Gandhi) 

 Principal 

(Amrita Malhotra) 

 Headmistress 

Stay Indoors…. Stay Safe….. Stay Healthy…..                                                                                  



Hello mam 

I really appreciate your way of teaching its too good.. 

Your way of explaining things is different they are               

understanding and enjoying the class... 

Great job mam... 

Taking online classes for so small kids is difficult but 

they all are sitting and listen to you properly 

Thanks 

Aaradhya Chandra 's mother... PP ll C  

Would like to thank the entire BBPS team for the               

incredible efforts they are making to keep children             

engaged with such innovative learning ideas.....                   

My son, Gautam Sharan PP1D, was quite reluctant        

initially but gradually he has been enjoying a lot.              

Special thanks to Pooja Batra ma'am for being so              

patient while handling the kids... happy to have her as 

Gautam's teacher 

Much regards.. Pooja (Gautam's mother)  

Thanks a lot Ma’am for giving us an opportunity to 

share the video. The online classes conducted by Swati 

Ma’am is seamless and it’s indeed a great way to keep 

our kids engaged during the lockdown and also make 

them learn new things. Kudos to the entire team of 

BBPS for this initiative and for their efforts. 

Thanks & Regards, 

Divya and Gaurav (Myra’s Parents) PP1A  

Greeting .. 

My name is Kiran and my daughter's Yurvi class PP 1 B    

It is really an appreciable step towards  

learning and creating a great surrounding  

for teaching at this particular period of time  

Children are very much into it  

Thanks to BBPS and you ma'am  

Dear Ma’am, 

In the wake of COVID19              

outbreak, I had not expected 

much for nursery class                   

students but BBPS has shown 

commitment and love for our 

child and started the online 

classes for better utilization of 

time with motto Happy                 

learning at Home. You as a 

class teacher(@ Swati Kapur 

Ma'am) have put in so much of time, effort and deliver 

the lessons in a dynamic & interesting way. Every             

information is being shared by you on timely manner. 

All the activities are very good which are nurturing and 

developing our child’s skills. we appreciate your work 

very much. Thank you ma'am and entire BBPS family 

for your hard work. 

Regards, 

Parents of Jigyanshu Sangwan (Ajay Sangwan & Renu) 

Class: PP 1-A  

There are not enough words to 

thank you for all that you do!.. 

You created an online class-

room that was warm and             

inviting. You created a                

platform where children &          

parents interact with u. Your 

endless efforts have definitely 

made a positive difference. 

Such efforts in this tough 

" lockdown" pe riod are                 

appreciable. Thank you for all the edutainment....  

1 more thing which i want to share with u... Mere      

mostly relatives or friend Circle me ye hi conversation 

hoti thi ki primary classes ke liye to ho sakti hai virtual 

classes but nursery class ke liye to impossible hai              

virtual classes...but this time u proves nothing is              

impossible.... 

Everything is possible 

Manisha mother of Shivay  

PP1C 

Denisa and deshani is trying to adapt the new process 

to learning. They are enjoying a lot also. I really                    

appreciate the efforts taken by you mam & by the 

school to keep my children busy at home... they look 

forward towards meeting you every day… 

Thanks a lot mam 

F/O DENISA SARKAR & DESHANI SARKAR 

Good afternoon ma'am! The live sessions conducted by 

you are really encouraging for the child as well as for 

the parents Thank you for the patience! Today's inter-

active session with you was really good.  

Regards  

AARNA, D/O RAJESH KUMAR  

CLASS- PP I C 

This is my and Adwika's first online sessions. We are 

really enjoying the class and the format it is presented. 

We do not feel over loaded and rushed...Thanks a lot to 

the teacher for keeping the children informed and              

motivated. 

  

Thanks and Regards,  

Shilpi Biswas Dey 

(Mother of Adwika Dey- PP1-E) 

Dear Mam 

At this difficult time, we really appreciate your effort of 

unstoppable teaching and learning. Thanks a lot for 

your hardwork and patience of handling these little 

ones online. Riddhi is really involved in this new way of 

learning and waits for the class enthusiastically. 

 

Riddhi Bhalla 

PP II D 
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WE BRING THE BIGGEST SMILES... 

I never knew online teaching was so much fun!  

Amidst the gloomy times, I have taken it as an opportunity to explore 

my creativity and infuse various pedagogies into my teaching. With 

the motto of HAPPY LEARNING AT HOME, I am conducting                

science experiments, hands- on activities, activity based conceptual 

learning, story telling sessions and much more. It is a pleasure to 

watch the videos of kids recapitulating the activities at home. The 

feedback shared by parents is even more motivating.  

Swati Kapur  

(Assistant Teacher) 

Online teaching experience has become a unique teaching learning process,                          

especially with tiny tots. Kids eagerly wait to see the teacher. It has become a 

bridge between my munchkins and me. 

                                                                                                                            

 Rupika Dhall  

(Assistant Teacher) 

Online classes is an interesting                      

experience for me. It feels good to see 

children's excitement during the                         

interactive sessions and activities. I ask 

them to send photographs of their work 

and recorded videos and the same is 

acknowledged with an appreciation                

Online sessions are being                    

illustrated with stories, puppets, 

and real objects. Facial                         

expressions, voice modulation, and 

non verbal gestures are being used 

to make learning fun for kids. 

 Aarti Gupta  

(Assistant Teacher) 
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I NUTURE FUTURES... 

“Learn At Home” 

Starting our day by singing songs about greeting the day and each other. I feel                     

incredibly lucky, when I see them waiting for me before I join my meeting. It’s                

pretty much impossible not to feel happy when you look around bunch of tiny tots                        

blossoming out. It’s a chance to be together and a great opportunity to listen in on 

some really funny and interesting dialogues which creates a special bond between 

me and them. It’s a worthwhile endeavor which helps me to feel loved and special 

one. 

 Jasmine Kaur  

(Assistant Teacher) 

 Neha Rajput 

(Assistant Teacher) 



WE BRING THE BIGGEST SMILES... 
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Online live classes have proved really beneficial for all. It                   

provides connectivity, allowed creativity. I am able to transfer the 

wealth of information to the tiny tots of PP I D. 

Together, we sing, dance and learn in a playful manner. 

I am happy to see them responding..!! 

 
 Pooja Batra  

(Assistant Teacher) 

The virtual lessons are helping in enhancing teacher student                            

relationship... kids have started responding well  & enjoy interacting 

with the teacher. I am also getting to know something new about the 

children each day. Apoorva Kapoor  

(Assistant Teacher) 

The digital classroom brings with it a range of unknown and                      

unexplored territory mostly in part to its relative newness. Specially 

dealing with little ones as a Montessori teacher where the tiny tots 

learn with pleasure and providing them plenty of opportunity to                 

engage themselves. Learning should not stop at any time. So keep 

learning and keep exploring at home. 

The online classes which are being conducted in this difficult time of                                    

lockdown are a great learning experience for kids as well as us teachers.                 

Children are much more attentive and communicative during the classes and 

they anxiously await for classes. This is a wonderful platform for me to                    

connect with my kids on a regular basis. They share their experiences each 

day. 

Kavita Chadha 

(Assistant Teacher) 

Pooja Hardat 

(Assistant Teacher) 

OUR BRIGADE OF  

LIVE WIRE TEACHERS 
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The online classes which are being held on Microsoft teams are very useful 

for our children. I am proud to be a part of my students' learning process at 

home. 

Ekta Arora 

(Assistant Teacher) 


